Increased Accuracy
With the ability to measure
to thousandths of an inch,
you can be confident that
your takeoff is perfect.

At eTakeoﬀ our specialty is electronic Quan ty
Takeoﬀ. There are thousands of contractors in
every construc on trade who use eTakeoﬀ daily
to boost their produc vity by as much as 15
mes over paper takeoﬀ! eTakeoﬀ incorporates
sophis cated Assembly capabili es and even has
a patented symbol search feature (Auto‐count),
yet it is one of the easiest to use Takeoﬀ tools on
the market. So ware Advice awarded eTakeoﬀ
an Industry Award, sta ng it is “one of the best
designed construc on takeoﬀ UIs on the mar‐
ket.” The combina on of produc vity gains and
ease of use prompted McGraw Hill to select
eTakeoﬀ for their Construc on Dodge Plan
Rooms. We encourage you to download eTakeoﬀ
and see for yourself why our users have called it
“An incredibly powerful and versa le piece of
so ware!”

BENEFITS

Increased
Productivity
Up to 15 times more productive than paper takeoff.

Reduced
Printing Cost
No need to make plan copies during the bid phase.

Reduced
Turn Around
Turn out bids in less time
allowing you to do those last
minute bids and changes.

Sharable
and Reviewable
Your takeoff projects can be
stored on a server for all
users to share and review.

888.825.2877

eTakeoff offers 2 software versions so you can choose the best solution for your business. eTakeoff Advanced includes an array of built-in features so you can get started quickly with very little training. eTakeoff
Premier is designed for the power user to customize nearly every function allowing you to integrate it into
your current estimating process.

eTakeoff Advanced
 Powerful Measuring & Scaling
 Electronic Planroom Integration
 Annotations
 Measurement List
 Unlimited Layers
 Bid Codes
 Issue Management
 Extended Measurement Calculations
 Drawing Legend
 Overlays / Revision Compare

eTakeoff Premier
Includes all Advanced features plus:

 Advanced Excel Integration
 Quantity Worksheet
 Custom Assemblies
 User defined formulas & variables
 Advanced Drawing Management
 Advanced Measuring Tools
 Pattern Search / Auto Count
eTakeoﬀ oﬀers a trial license for both Advanced and Premier so you can test the system.
Please see our website for your free Viewer & Trial.

www.etakeoﬀ.com

